ComfortDuett

When it’s not time for a hearing Aid.
The Comfort Duett™ offers a solution to the many individuals who suffer from slight hearing loss and do not yet need hearing aids, a sound boost can help significantly enhance the quality of hearing.

- Small, easy to use and rechargeable.
- Amplifies Speech, Conversations and sound from a variety of sources.
- Built- in “T” coil for direct connection to sound for induction loop equipped facilities.
- Provides up to a 60dB gain.
- Can be used with earbuds, headphones or optional induction loop.
- Optional accessories for attachment to a TV, Radio, Telephone, Stereo, or other sound system.
- Full 14 hours of use per 14 hour charge.
- Full 2 year limited warranty.

Available From:

- Easy to Use
- Economical
- Flexible
- Use Anywhere
- Modern Design

USA@comfortaudio.com www.comfortaudio.com
Comfort Contego

The Comfort Contego™ is a unique wireless communication system designed to improve and enhance the quality of sound.

- Unlike other wireless systems, the Contego's digital radio system provides high quality sound over secure coded channels.
- Both the transmitter and receiver have built-in Zoom microphone which are adjustable for omnidirectional or directional settings based upon conditions.
- Volume level can be remotely adjusted.
- Discreet and easy to use portable package offers maximum flexibility.
- Totally versatile, the Contego can be used with earbuds, headset, or induction loop for use as a supplement to "T" coil equipped hearing aids.
- A 4 Hour charge gives 16 Hours of Operation.
- Full 2 Year limited Warranty.

- Digital Wireless System
  Sound is digitally transmitted which eliminates distortion often experienced with other systems.
- Security
  The transmitter and the receiver are paired by the transmitter sending a coded key to the receiver.
- Maximum Functionality
  Contego's wide range of optional accessories can link to television, a sound system, telephone, or other sound source.
- Modern Design
  Contego's discrete, modern look is both functional and elegant in appearance.
- Dual Zoom Microphones
  Contego features microphones in both the Transmitter and Receiver with Zoom function for omni or directional settings for "focusing" sound.
- Easy to Use
  Contego is small, light and comfortable to use.

At Work or School
Contego is a practical hearing enhancement solution invaluable for meetings, seminars, lectures, or one on one conversation.

When Out and About
Using Contego in a restaurant or other noisy public venue provides a new dimension in audibility, reducing background noise and focusing the desired sound.

For Television/Sound Systems
Contego is the basis for a total sound solution for the hearing impaired using a headset or for "T" coil equipped hearing aid users (using the optional neckloop). Contego's wide range of optional accessories can link to television, a sound system, telephone, or other sound source.

Try One Out Today
Contego is available from leading hearing healthcare professionals for demonstration and purchase.